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PLATFORM: Youth Theatre Festival is designed as a pathway 

for passionate young creatives (ages 14years+) from within the 

Far North Queensland region to recognize the power of their 

own potential in creating exciting theatre experiences. 

PLATFORM seeks to offer young creatives viable opportunities 

within the arts sector through: 

Offering a chance to self-produce original or existing 

theatre experiences for a wide audience.

Networking with like-minded young creatives within the 

region.

Experiencing live theatre performances from industry 

professionals.

Taking part in unique workshop sessions with 

professional arts practitioners.

Experiencing live theatre performances from other 

young creatives.
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                 Over the past twelve months I have been travelling quite 
a bit around our country through the Australia 

Council for the Arts, Future Leaders Program exploring 
sustainable pathways for young people wanting to 

pursue a career in the arts, whilst still remaining 
 in our region. I have been supported by many people 

during this time, but more importantly though, I have 
been inspired by the amazing dedication and talent that 

our regions young people exhibit. It has been through this inspiration that 
the TYC team made the leap in one of our dream big days to initiate 

'Platform' whereby our regions young creatives would have an 
opportunity to lead a festival that showcased their creativity, engaged with 

professional artists from across the country and locally, and be inspired 
by seeing their peers self-produce their own work. 

I recently attended the Australian Theatre Forum in Adelaide and then 
also was invited to present at the National Youth Arts Summit about 

Trailblazers. I spoke about how often we hear people referring to how 
they 'can't do something', but rarely do we hear people referring to 'what 

would happen if they didn't?'. What would happen if they didn't pursue 
their dream of having a creative career? What would happen if they didn't 

take up that opportunity that was available to them? Just something to 
think on....as Marianne Williamson states, 'Our deepest fear is not that we 
are inadequate. Our deepest fear is that we are more powerful beyond 

measure'.  
 

I would like to take this opportunity to sincerely thank TYCs Artistic 
Director, Michael Elliott and Artist in Residence, Danielle Aquilina for their 

passion, dedication and creativity in curating and co-ordinating an 
amazing inaugural festival as well as the awesome Platform 

Ambassadors. With an exciting 2018 on the horizon for TYC including 
international pathway programs, The Young Company are excited to 

announce many more opportunities for our regions young people as they 
are creatively nurtured by TYC, their families, & their local community to 

become more powerful beyond measure!  
 
 

Leigh Boswell 
TYC General Manager 
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H ello and Welcome to PLATFORM, 

We are very excited to launch the inaugural 
Platform: Youth Theatre Festival, a 
uniquely designed festival to harness
career pathways for passionate young 
creatives from within the Cairns region. 

Seeing these young creatives recognize 
the power of their own potential in creating 
exciting theatre experiences and exploring 
viable opportunities and pathways within the arts 
sector has been an exhilarating j ourney in itself. 

Through Platform, we aim to cultivate social, economic and cultural 
benefits for young arts practitioners within the Cairns region, seizing 
the opportunity to upskill and develop as artists, the young creatives 
involved in PLATFORM have been able to contribute to a vibrant, 
progressive and collaborative local arts sector. 

They are able to harness their creative attributes and experience a 
unique perspective on career pathway options for themselves. 
Providing a platform to showcase creative aptitude in the arts as well 
as being able to engage with professional arts workers, both on a local 
and national scale, assists in developing a changed outlook on 
traditional pathways into a career in the arts. 

In an experience economy, the time is ripe for young creatives to 
flourish. 

Enj oy the Festival! 

Platform Festival Coordinators 
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Platform Youth Theatre Festival Opening 
TYC Theatre Lab Troupe present "Compass" by
Jessica Bellamy 
TYC Theatre Lab Troupe present "Where in the
World is Frank Sparrow?" by Angela Betzien 
Supper 

Breakfast 
Young Creatives Showcase: 
Session One 

Lunch 
Young Creatives Showcase: 
Session Two 

Physical Theatre Workshop with Liz Lea, 
Liesel Zink and Michael Smith 
Platform Youth Theatre 
Festival Closing 

BACKSTORY: Theatre Writing Unboxed 
| Liz Christensen | 
Morning Tea 
THE GREEN ROOM: Discover Your Inner 
Player | Rachel Terry and David Terry | 
Lunch 
MAP, METHOD & MODEL: Show Your Vision         
| Hayley Gillespie | 
SWITCH BOARD: Light It Up | Eben Love | 
VIRTUAL SESSION with ArtsFront under 30 
Team Leader |   Sara Strachan | 
Dinner Break 
QMF Presents "REEF UP" 
By Liz Lea Productions 

1. “One Second” by Amber Grossman & James Blee 

2. “Silence” by Kane O’Rielley 

3. “The Lift” by Kira Comport 

4. “Avoiding The Main Character” by Billie Moore 

5. “BeYOUtiful” by Grace Chiari, Pippa Willmott, 

Sabrina Robertson & Miela Anich. 

1. “The Curing Jars” by Olivia Anderson 

2. “Jacob & Finlay” by Jacob Ellis & Finlay Mortimer 

3. “Nil” by Francesca Kunz & Richard Huelin 

4. “Paperbark” by Kane O’Rielley 
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Audiences will experience two all-encompassing worlds as they move 
between these two incredible youth driven narratives. The evening will 

also provide a chance for audiences to interact with the casts as well as the 
creative teams in a unique, young creative environment.
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young creatives participating in Platform will engage with established 
local artists, arts workers and theatre companies in unique workshop 

sessions including Writing, Performing, Design & Technical Theatre. Each 
workshop is specifically designed for up and coming young creatives to 

sharpen their theatrical abilities.
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Reef UP! combines the latest scientific research with the 
magic of theatre to share the story of what is happening 

to our coral reefs, and what we can do to help.
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Platform participants have the opportunity to view self-produced 
exciting artistic experiences created by their peers. Young creative 

producers who have spent time creating their theatrical experiences 
along-side Platform coordinators will be showcasing their abilities in 

a variety of artistic forms .
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Alexander Swanston, Catherine McGinness, Darcy Maher, Dylan Northcott, Ellie Johnson, 
Emily Ayson, Emma McDonald, Esther Atkins, Finn George-Newman, Francesca Kunz, 

Gabrielle d'Hotman, Gemma Broccarrdo, Georgie Moore, Jacob Ellis, Joa Son, JORDAN LOCK, 
Kane O'Rielley, Kayleigh Demosthemis, Kelly Pienaar, Madelaine Pinchbeck, Molly Pointing, 

Nash Williams, Olivia Anderson, Skye Simpson, Taylor Crawford, Tom Burvill.




